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Accommodation
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2 nights stay in Prague, Krakow, Budapest  
Hallstatt – UNESCO list captioned "the most
Instagrammable town in the world"
Wieliczka Salt Mine - One of the oldest operating
saltmines 
Enjoy fascinating Buffet lunch & drink on Danube
River Cruise 
Traditional Hungarian Dinner with Folklore Show
Shopping – Designer Outlet Parndorf the top 10
Shopping outlet in Austria

Specialty Meals: Hungarian Folk Show Dinner,
German Pork Knuckle + Beer & Vienna Ribs Dinner &
Sacher Cake
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Comprehensive
Itinerary

Brandenburg Gate, Berlin

Tour Highlights

Day 1

Day 2
Pork Knuckle + Beer Dinner

BERLIN

Meals
10 Breakfasts | 4 Lunches | 5 Dinners

ESEE13Validity Period: Apr-Oct 24

Assemble at Changi airport and take off to the capital
city of Germany, Berlin.

.

Meals on Board
SINGAPORE - BERLIN

Brandenburg Gate -  An iconic landmark of Berlin
and Germany; is the monumental entry to Unter
den Linden, a boulevard of linden trees which led
directly to the royal City Palace of the Prussian
monarchs. 
Reichstag (Parliament house) - the lower house of
Germany's parliament. East Side Gallery is an open-
air exhibition of art painted directly on the last
existing portions of the Berlin Wall. Checkpoint
Charlie, the Landmark boundary marking east &
west Berlin with a white sentry guard house &
cobbled border line.
East Side Gallery - an open-air exhibition of art
painted directly on the last existing portions of the
Berlin Wall. 
Checkpoint Charlie -  Landmark boundary
marking east & west Berlin with a white sentry
guard house & cobbled border line. 



Salt Mine, Wieliczka

Zwinger Palace, Dresden

Day 3 BERLIN- DRESDEN - PRAGUE 
Breakfast, Lunch

Semper Opera House - originally built in 1841,
this hall was rebuilt by the original architect after
a fire in 1869. 
Zwinger Palace - A Baroque building with a
garden, porcelain collection & exhibits on historic
scientific instruments. 
Frauenkirche - Was once Germany’s largest
Protestant Church and the great landmark and
emblem of Dresden. 
Fürstenzug - This long, dramatic mural made of
porcelain tiles depicts Saxon rulers.
Bruhlsche Terrasse - A renaissance terrace
nicknamed the "Balcony of Europe", runs along
the Elbe Valley river with sweeping views.
Optional: Bastei Bridge 

Day 4
Breakfast, Lunch

PRAGUE  

Day 5 Breakfast, Dinner
PRAGUE- BRNO - KRAKÓW

Visit the Gothic-Renaissance Wawel Royal
Castle. 
Historic Old Town - explore Europe’s largest
market square along with medieval houses,
palaces and churches. 
Marvel over the spectacular St. Mary’s Basilica 
Visit the medieval masterpiece of the Cloth Hall. 
Wieliczka Salt Mine - Visit one of the world’s
oldest operating salt mines and is listed under
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Day 6
Breakfast, Dinner

KRAKÓW -WIELICZKA SALTMINE - KRAKÓW

Prague city with the nickname ‘City of Hundred
Spires’. 
St. Vitus Cathedral - A prominent example of
Gothic architecture.
Prague Castle - where the Bohemian Crown
Jewels are kept within a hidden room inside.
Old Royal Palace - part of the Prague Castle and
also home to a copy of the Czech crown. 
St. George's Basilica and St. George's Convent  -
the oldest surviving church building within Prague
Castle. 
Cross the picturesque Charles Bridge and proceed
to the Old Town where the Old Town Hall is
located. 

The medieval Astronomical clock is the third-
oldest astronomical clock in the world and the
oldest clock still in operation. 
Wenceslas Square - one of the main city squares
and the center of the business and cultural
communities.

Brno City - historic city, the capital of Moravia
Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul - Famous
Landmark 
Liberty Square, Freedom Square, and
Capuchin Square where the vault of the
Capuchin Monastery houses the mummified
bones of local nobility.   
Vegetable Market - built over an intricate
network of tunnels that were once used to store
food, brew beer, and age wine.



View from Fisherman's Bastion, Budapest

Designer Outlet Parndorf - One-stop shopping
with endless surprises. Your favorite designer
products, as low as 30-70% off. 

Vienna, the capital of Austria and also known as
‘City of Music’. 

Optional Excursion: Vienna Concert Show

View Schönbrunn Palace and revel in the
stunning interior of the massive baroque complex
– think exquisite bohemian crystal chandeliers
and white-lacquered ceilings and walls covered in
gold leaf ornamentation. 
Ringstrasse with its wealth of parks and
monuments, the State Opera house, the majestic
Reichsrat Parliament Building and Rathaus
(city hall), and the Hofburg Imperial Palace. 
St. Stephen’s Cathedral - One of the most
important Gothic structures in Austria.

Day 7 Breakfast, Dinner with Hungarian Folk Show 
KRAKOW - DONOVALY - BUDAPEST

Crossing over the border into Slovakia through
Donovaly and past the Tatra Mountains. 
Hungary, Budapest also known as ‘City of Baths’. 
Enjoy a sumptuous dinner while being entertained
with a Hungarian folk show

Day 8 Breakfast, Danube Cruise Lunch 
BUDAPEST

Heroes’ Square and the Millennium Monument
located in its middle of the square. 
St Stephen's Basilica - The most important
church building in Hungary. 
Fisherman’s Bastion for a view of the beautiful
turrets. 
Gellert Hill next for some of the best panoramic
views of the entire city.
Get some shopping done in the famous Vaci
street. 
Enjoy the lunch on Danube cruise and cruising
around the Danube river’s that covers the most
fascinating sights in Budapest. 

Day 9 Breakfast, Lunch 
BUDAPEST - PARNDORF - VIENNA

Day 10 Breakfast, Dinner

VIENNA - HALLSTATT - SALBURG

Day 11 Breakfast
SALZBURG - WATTENS - FUSSEN - MUNICH

Hallstatt - An incredibly gorgeous village that sits
along the banks of Lake Hallstatt and is located at
the core of the Hallstatt Dachstein/Salzkammergut
Cultural Landscape listed under UNESCO in 1997. 
Salzburg, also known as “Salt Castle” acts as the
beautiful setting of the famous film “The Sound of
Music”. 
Waltz through the famous Mirabell Garden, sing
along the 'DoReMi' and visit the birthplace of
famous classical music prodigy Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart at No. 9 Getreidegasse. 
Salzburg Old town - Listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 1996 and is renowned for its
Baroque architecture.

Wattens - Swarovski Crystal World, a glittering
fantasy world housing the world’s biggest crystal. 
Fussen - View the famous Neuschwanstein
Castle from a distance, which was built as a place
of retreat for King Ludwig II.



Hallstatt

Neuschwanstein Castle, Fussen

Day 12 Breakfast, Meals on Board
MUNICH - SINGAPORE

After breakfast, free at leisure until time to transfer to the
airport for check-in and flight back to Singapore. 

Day 13

Thank you very much for choosing Nam Ho
Travel as your preferred agent for your vacation.

We hope to see you soon in the near future. 

NOTES

Min. group size for confirmed departure: 15 pax
The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior notice in
the event of unforeseen circumstances
Accommodations are based on the local star rating
Factory Outlet may be replaced with another outlet
to enhance the flow of itinerary
Activities are subjected to weather conditions
During major events, accommodation may be
relocated to outside of the city or in another city
without prior notice.
Upgrades of hotels are subject to hotel room
availability.
Suggested Excursions:

Additional activities that complement your
holidays will be at your own decision and are
entirely optional. Min. group size may apply 

Germany – Bastei Bridge: €25
 Austria - Concert Show - Seasonal
Price: €80-120
Czech Republic  – Karlovy Vary : €75

13D10N – €104 per person

Tipping Guidelines

Meals on Board
SINGAPORE 


